
Name Facility Characteristics Main Purpose
FCC-driven targets

(10 years operation)
Possible
solution

IRRAD

Particle: p+
Study of IEL and NIEL effects on 

performance of detectors, 
calorimeters and FE electronics for 

HEP experiments.

TID: 90 MGy,
Ф: 2.8×1017 p/cm2.
→ one test takes ~1 year.
Issue: low flux.

Increase flux to 
reach target 

fluence faster.

Momentum: 24 GeV/c

Flux: ~1-3×1010 p/cm2/s

TID: ~7-10 kGy/h

CHARM

Particle: mixed-field Test of COTS electronics in an LHC-like 
environment for SEE evaluation such as 

failure cross sections and system 
sensitivity to radiation.

TID: 100 Gy,
Ф: 7.9×1010 p/cm2.
→ low levels, but 4x more systems for a 
100 km FCC. Limit on parallel tests ~1 year.
Issue: not enough space.

Larger irradiation
bunker to test 
more racks in 

parallel.

Energy: n0, HEH >100MeV

Flux: 107-1011 HEH/cm2/h

TID: 0.01-100 Gy/h

GIF++

Particles: γ + µ beam
Evaluation of detection performance

and aging of muon chamber detectors 
in ionizing dose environment.

TID: 10 kGy.
→ one test takes >1 years.
Issue: both space and dose-rate.

Larger irradiation 
bunker to test

bigger equipment 
+ stronger gamma

source.

Energies: 0.662 MeV, 100 GeV m

TID:~1Gy/h at 1m.(14TBq Cs137)

Flux: 104 particles/spill (µ beam)

CC60

Particles: γ Validation and test of electronic
components and systems to ionizing 

radiation.

TID: 10 MGy.
→ one test takes >1 year.
Issue: both space and dose-rate.

Stronger source.Energy: 1.17 MeV, 1.33 MeV

TID:~1kGy/h at 5cm.(10TBq Co60)

VESPER

Particles: e-

Characterizing electronic components 
to SEE, TID and DD, for the operation 

in a Jovian space-environment.

TID: 10 MGy.
Issue: facility not equipped for wafer level 
testing, and small irradiation table.

Upgrade of 
testing 

infrastructure.

Energy: 200MeV

Flux: 107-1012 e/cm2/s

TID: 17 kGy/s - 2.8 MGy/s

6) Future Work
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▸ Several RDRs were measured using a probestation 
and selected for this active and passive test.

▸ Ten RDR sensors were wire-bonded on two 
FCC-RADMON PCBs for the active test:

- For each PCB: two Aluminum and two Copper RDRs of 
500nm and 1 µm thickness + one 500 nm Chromium sample.

- Each RDR was connected with 4 wires to enable a Kelvin 
measurement.

- A Hal-Free substrate was used for the FCC-RADMON to 
avoid degradation problems at high fluence (>1017 p+/cm2).

▸ The test-bench was assembled using a Keithley 2410 
SMU and an Agilent 34790A switch matrix, controlled 
via PC with LabVIEW.

FCC Week 2017 
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4) Irradiation Test with Neutrons

▸ Temperature characterization of the irradiated structures, to 
correct the raw data presented in this poster.

▸ Further irradiation tests are being scheduled in the CERN Proton 
Facility IRRAD.

▸ An online irradiation of two FCC-RADMON in a mixed-field 
environment is ongoing in the Neutral Beam Absorbers in LHC IP1.

▸ The study and development of an Ultra High Dose Monitor based 
on thin-oxide and its readout system will soon start.

3) Ultra High Fluence Monitor - RDR

1) Radiation Environment and Dosimetry at FCC

▸ The effect of radiation on installed equipment
is a major issue for LHC experiments.

▸ Dedicated irradiation testing is required prior
installation.

▸ Constant monitoring of radiation fields during
LHC operation is necessary to prevent failures.

IRRAD / CHARM

Irradiation Facilities

b) How to monitor radiation at FCC? 
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 LHC 0.3ab-1 (since 2010)  

• Fluence = 1x1015 p/cm2 , Dose = 0.1MGy

HL-LHC 3ab-1 (from 2025)  

• Fluence = 1.5x1016 p/cm2 , Dose = 4.8MGy

FCC 3ab-1 (from ~2035)

• Fluence = 2.8x1016 p/cm2 , Dose = 9 MGy

FCC 30ab-1 

• Fluence = 2.8x1017 p/cm2 , Dose = 90 MGy

▸ Radiation levels in High Energy Accelerators:

DIODEs

RADFETs

LHC RADMON 

used today [4]

For 1015p/cm2
For D100 kGy

Recently updated to 

fulfil HL-LHC testing 

requirements

▸ The FCC-Challenge is to develop a radiation sensor like the LHC-RADMON to monitor
radiation levels in the foreseen FCC irradiation test infrastructures and lately in the FCC itself,
covering the following technological challenges:

- Task #1: an Ultra High Fluence Monitor to measure fluence levels 10 or 100 times higher than the LHC.

- Task #2: an Ultra High Dose Monitor to measure dose levels 100 or 1000 times higher than the LHC.

a) How to qualify components for FCC?

▸ We have focused our research in the design, production
and irradiation tests on a novel dosimeter structure
targeting Ultra High Fluence Monitoring.

▸ The proposed sensor, here called Radiation Dependent
Resistor (RDR), is made by sputtering and consecutive
lithography of thin layers of metals, into “serpentine
shaped” resistive structures:

- Metals are known to show resistivity variation proportional to
fluence due to generation of defects in form of vacancies,
interstitials, and also, at higher fluence, of voids and bubbles [5][6].

- Our work is to prove that the sensitivity to radiation of metal
structures can be trimmed and controlled by micro fabricating
µm-thick devices using thin film technology.

▸ Five wafers were produced with Aluminum, Copper and
Chromium, of 500 nm and 1 µm thickness.

- Fabrication fully carried out at CMi Centre of Micronanotechnology
of EPFL with standard lithography techniques.
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[4] F. Ravotti, “Development and Characterisation of Radiation Monitoring Sensors for the High Energy Physics Experiments of the CERN LHC,” PhD thesis, Geneva, 2006. 

[5] R. Chaplin, “Defects and Transmutations in Reactor-Irradiated Copper” ,pp. 175-182, Journal of Nuclear Materials,vol.108, 1982.

[6] J.W. Martin, “The electrical resistivity of some lattice defects in FCC metals observed in radiation damage experiments”, Journal of Physics F, vol.2, 1972

[7] R.B. Ross, “Metallic Materials Specification Handbook”, 4th edition, London Chapman & Hall, 1992

[8] L. Meimei et al., “Low temperature neutron irradiation effects on microstructure and tensile properties of molybdenum”, Journal of Nuclear Materials, vol. 376, pp. 11-28, 2008.
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2) Irradiation facilities at CERN

EP-DT-DD

Irradiation Facilities

CMi EPFL Center of

MicroNanoTechnology

▸ For the characterization in a radiation environment of systems, components, and materials,
a complex infrastructure of irradiation facilities is available at CERN,

▸ During LS1 (2013-2014), many upgrades were performed to fulfil HL-LHC testing 
requirements, and a similar upgrade will be needed as discussed in the table:

5) Results and Discussion

More detailed information about these and other facilities available at CERN and worldwide can be found here: www.cern.ch/irradiation-facilities

Online readout with LabVIEW + SMU + Switch Matrix 

Offline samples

Online samples

Passive irradiation at different fluence up to 5x1017n/cm2

FCC-RADMON PCB with 5 wire-bonded RDRs

Property Value
Material Al (fcc), Cu (fcc), Cr (bcc)

Thickness 500 nm, 1000 nm (not Cr)
Die Size 3 x 3 mm2

# of Fingers 7 to 51
Finger Width 2 to 50 µm

R range few Ω to some kΩ
Geometrical and electrical properties

One of the produced 100mm wafers

Layout Realized structure

Cu Al

Al Cr

▸ This irradiation campaign was performed at the TRIGA Reactor of the Jožef Stefan Institute
in Ljubljana, partially funded by the AIDA-2020 Transnational Access program.

▸ During 5 days of reactor time (about 40 h of irradiation), it was possible to obtain a neutron 
flux of >1018 n/cm2 for the active samples and 5x1017 n/cm2 for the passive ones.

▸ While all the devices have presented an increase in R due to the increasing neutron flux, 
only two of the Copper samples  (in pink and red) have not shown a big annealing after 
irradiation, thus integrating a fluence up to 9x1017 n/cm2 before experiencing a failure.

▸ The increased permanent damage of the Copper samples may be explained by the fact that:

- Copper has the greatest cross section to thermal neutrons (σCu= 3.8, σCr= 2.9, σAl= 0.215 [barns/atom])[7];

- Copper has the greatest atomic number ( ZCu= 29, ZCr= 24, ZCu= 13);

- Copper (and Al) is face-centered cubic (fcc) crystal, where the production efficiency of defects is greater, 
while Cr is body-centered cubic (bcc) [8].

Left: Resistance variation (R-R0) vs. time highlighting how all the samples have increased their resistances with the respect to the initial values. The rectangular shapes are due to the

abrupt increase of the temperature in the irradiation chamber; the final increasing values are due to cable or bonding wire failing de to the excessive radiation damage. Middle: Raw data of

resistance variation in percentage of one Copper RDR (red) compared with the temperature variations of the fuel elements of the reactor (black). Right: Resistance variation in % (100*(R-

R0)/R0) vs. the integrated neutron fluence. The negative peaks correspond to the overnight ON-OFF-ON transitions of the reactor induced by abrupt changes in temperature; the void before

8x1017 n/cm2 is due to data loss during acquisition.

RDR vs. Time RDR vs. FluenceFuel Temperature vs. Time

▸ The results shown above confirm our proposal of using thin metals RDRs as devices for 
Ultra High Fluence Dosimetry. A post-irradiation analysis of the active and passive samples 
will help to further understand what have influenced the parameters the most.

The Future Circular Collider (FCC) is being designed to reach h-h collisions at an unprecedented energy level of 100 TeV, about 8 times higher than in today`s Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Because of the increased energy and
luminosity during FCC operation, radiation levels will likely exceed several tens of MGy (with >1017 particles/cm2) inside the FCC experiments, and tens of KGy (with >1015 particles/cm2) in certain sectors of the FCC tunnel itself.
These estimations correspond to factors of 1000 and 100 with respect to the expected conditions at LHC and HL-LHC, respectively. To withstand such a harsh radiation environment special materials and technologies are required,
implying strict component selection and development of custom qualification protocols taking into account possible dependencies of the radiation response to different technologies. A survey of state-of-the-art solid-state devices
for radiation measurement showed that current existing technologies are not capable of integrating such radiation levels, as well as of providing viable solutions to build an on-line radiation monitor fulfilling the FCC
requirements. For these reasons, in the framework of the FCC Special Technologies Work Package 11, a completely novel dosimetry structure is under development as potential solution for Ultra High Dose and Fluence
Monitoring. The technology consists of thin film resistive structures deposited on silicon wafers, where sensitivity to displacement damage, measurable in a variation of their electrical properties, can be trimmed by variating
geometrical (thickness, W, L) and physical (material) properties of the nanolayers [1][2]. The devices are fabricated at EPFL Centre of Micronanotechnology, and specific high-fluence irradiation tests (with gamma, protons,
neutrons) are being carried out in CERN facilities and outside CERN. Limitations of the existing solid-state dosimeters, as well as a proposal for a new dosimetric technology based on metal thin films are presented.
In a wider scope, the development and characterization of novel devices as described above, as well as experiment and detector components for FCC, need adequate radiation test facilities. The requirements of the FCC
community (machine and experiments) in terms of radiation test facilities and the observable shortcomings of the ones currently available at CERN are also presented.

New batch of FCC-

RADMON with NTC
Test in a climatic chamber

JSI TRIGA Reactor


